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How the Quality Press Defines the 
World for Us: A Comparative 
Study of News Reporting on the 
Environment and Unemployment. 

Abstract 
To keep informed about political, economic or social events people wlll. in Western 
countries, ıurn to quality papers. The role played by tlıose papers and mass media in 
general is crucia! in tlıe process of transmission of knowledge about the world. Particularly 
in a context marked by increasing uncertainty. Conditions of cmployment. Uıe way we look 
at the environment has complete!y clıangcd over the last decades creating a certain 
vagucmess as to how to treat tlıose issues. Media in such a contcxt has the power to cut 
through uncertainties by setting up tcrms of the possib!e. But possibllities as exprcssed by 
tlıe quality press are very much a function of values he!d by newspapers themse!ves. When 
newspapers belong to large media corporations tlıose values are marked by pdorities held 
by a corporate world. which are then presented as the on!y rational options possible. 
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I-Iow the Quality Press Defines the World for Us: 
A Con1parative Stucly of News Reporting on the 

Environınent a'ı.1d Unemployınent. 

lntroduction 

This paper presents the result ofa study of the reporting on 
the environınent and unemployment in 8 quality papers 
published in Australia, Belgium, France and the United 
Kingdom. The significance of this study lies in the important 
role attributed to ınass media in Westem democracies. lt is via 

n1ass n1edia that people learn what is happening in their own 
country and in rest of the world. This is a crucial knowledge 
when it comes to participating in society and take ôn the 
political responsibilities inherent to living in a democracy. 
Media are also part of the field in which any public debate, not 

only will be held, but also its terms defineci. 

Why choose unemployment and the environment as an 

object of study? This choice is determined by a variety of 
reasons. Fir~t these issues have been nan1ed as ınajor issues in 
election polis held in Europe as well as in Australia. 
Unemployment and the environınent are also issues implying a 
choice about the type of society we want to !ive in. The 

increasing uncertainty surrounding issues such as the 
environment or unemployınent makes then1 particularly 
important to study. In such periods of uncertainty, when 
elements are being redefined, the media play a crucial role by 
cutting through uncertainties (Murdoch and Golding, 1989) 

This uncertainty followed a sudden decrease in economic 
growth in the seventies and the significant increase of 
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unemployment in all Western counır· Th" 
a rethinking about cond. r f ıes. ıs brought forward 
years of eco . ı ıons o employment. It is also in those 
n1ajor issue. nomıc uncertainty that the environınent becan1e a 

This paper examines what within ti . 
uncertainty are the 

O 
f ' 1ıs context of 

Quality pa~ers were c1:~::sa::~:~:ed by the quality press. 
are par excellence ti J of analysıs, because they 

ıe papers seen as p . · d · 
indispensable in d 1 avı ıng a service 

a emocracy by l . . 
discussion. They 1 " . ' supp yıng ınforıned 
. a so attract ıournalists of h. 1 k"Jl 
ıntellectual integrity" (ı-ı· l d ıg ı s ı and 

ırsc ı an Gordon 1975 15) p 
who want to read about one c ' ' : . eople 
and economic issues turn to ountry s overall political, social 
Tlıc Age fro A 

1
. qualıty papers. Tlıc Aııstra/iaıı and 

m ustra ıa L s · d 
Le Figaro and Le Moııde fr c oır an De Staııd.aard from Belgitım, 
from Engla d I om France, Tlıc Tımes and T/ıe Guardiaıı 

c n were c 1osen as object f 1 . 
are considered as t" l s o ana ysıs. Those papers 

na ıona quaJ' t 
dailies in their respectı"v . ı y papers, or major quality 

e countrıes. 

The choice of countries m d . . .. 
each of those cou t . l a e ıs Jtıstifıed by the fact that 

n rıes 1as very 8 ·fi 
Australia the press is concentrat d . pec; c press traditions. in 
ancl France still . ' e ın on ya few hands. Belgium 

recognıse and publicl 
system of subsidies) a d I f . . y support (through a 

mo e o opınıon p Th E 1· tradition ser d ress e ng ıslı press 
ve as a model for the . 

countries and is stili held , 1 press m Anglo Saxon 
some ıow as THE model in democratic 
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countries. It is based on an intimate relationship between the 

media and economic powers and a continuous tension with the 

state (Charon, 1991). The notion of fourth estate fits into this model 

according to which the media has the power to control and limit 

excesses of the executive, legislative and judicial powers. By the same 

token the power obtained by some large media corporation is not 

really seen as ı:nenacing. In countries like France and Belgium, the 

role played by the press as fourth estate does not go unrecognised, 

but the state is alsa attributed a role in the development and the 

constitution of media. Not just because of the political role they play, 

but alsa because tl1ey are considered as cultural assets wortl1 

protecting (Murschetz, 1998). T11e usefulness of state aid to counter 

anti-democratic market tendencies is, deeply entrenched in the 

continental European press. The subsidy system in place in Belgi um 

and France thus aims to maintain press diversity, in an attempt ta 

counteract the constant reduction of media outlets in a competitive 

market environment. The market environment has brought forth 

contradictions between the principle of freedom of the press and the 

realities ofa difficult access to media. But despite this, the concept of 

freedom of the press is stili the argument used by big media 

corporations to avoid interference in n1edia issues. 

Methodology 

T11e findings of this research are based on a smnple of lwo 

constructed weeks, in 1998, of news published in 8 quality papers 

(Tlıe Age, Tlıe Aııstı-aliaıı, De Staııdnard, Le Sair, Le Fignro, Le Moııde, Tlıe 
Gııardimı, and Tlıe Times), from 4 different countıies (respectively 

Austı·alia, Belgium, France and the United Kingdom). From this two

week saınple, t,vo sub-samples containing all articles on, 

unemployment aıid on the environment were constituted. For this 

purpose, articles on unemployment were defined as ali articles 

containing at least a couple of sentences on the idea 

unemployment or on employment when reported as a movement 1 
(people becoming unemployed or employed). Articles on tlıe', 
environment were defined as articles relating to the natura!;: 

~;; 
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environınent - as having as main sub· . 
wildlife or vegetation. ıects, tlıe aır, füe soi], the water, 

The samples thus obt . d 
ı . aıne were subm. ti: d t fr ana ysıs. Basically th f . ı e o a aming 

. ' e acts on whıch tl1 . 
ınh·insic meaning, btıt l k e neıvs ıs based have no 

ony ta eonme . b b 
in a frame füat organı· 1 anıng y eing embedded 

ses t 1em and · ti 
selecting certain i lt . . gıves 1en1 coherence 

' ı eı pretations to em h . . . , 
ofüers. T11e process of f . . p asıse whı]e ıgnoring 

ramıng ınvolves the s J · f 
aspects ofa perceived re ]'ty d e ectıon o "some 

. . a ı an make them 1· . 
commıınıcahng text in l more sa ıent ın a 

' suc l a way as t 
problem definition cau 1 . ' o promote a particular 

1 sa ınterpretaf 
and / or treatment ' ıon, moral evaluation 

recommendation f 1 . , 
(Enm1an 1993· 60) B or t,e ıtem described" 

, . . ecause presented f I 
the source of news o rames argely depend on 

r sponsors of fram (E 
paperlooksatsourcesofinf . es nhnan, 1991: 7), this 

d b ormahon, who they a . h I 
use y newspapers, how s ecific . ıe, ow t ley are 
specific ways of fr . pf . sources of mformation lead to 
. amıng o ınformati ? T 
Journalist who Wrote ti t l ' on. ogether witl, füe 

,e s ory t ,e sourc f 
story can indeed be . ·d d, es o news used far the 
( ıegaı e as spon . f . 
Gamson, 1989). soıs O parhcular frames 

Findings 

The findings presented I 
h . 1ereareasum · d 

t esıs. More explanati marıse version ofa 
fr ' ' ons on were the fi ı· 1 

om can always be obt . d fr ne ıngs rnve been derived 
. lf aıne om tlıe autho Th. 
ı tse to setting out briefly f f r. ıs paper liınits 
Ti a ew o the mo · 
ıey involve the oveıwh 1 . 1 re ıınportant findings. 

l e ınıng y econ · f · 
c ominance of a few ti oınıc ramıng of news the 

1en1es and a l . ' 
of each newspaper a d ti nana ysıs on how the 'culture' 

n 1e sources of · f 
contribute to the fr . f ın ormation tısed 

aınıng o ne\vs. 

Unemployment and the Environment 

Presented Through an Economic Frame 

Newspapers ali have their own . . . 
has clear!y emphasis d ti I prıorıtıes and this researcl1 

' e 1at T1ose p. ·r . rıorı ıes are clearly spelt aut 

ow thc Qua/ity., 1 5 i 
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in the case of opinion papers. Le Figaro is openly conservative, 
Le Moııde advocates syınpathies lor social ideas, De Stamlaard is 

a pro-Flemish .Chrislian and conservative newspaper, Tlıe 

Gııardiaıı aclvocates a ınore progressive liberal position. Tlıe Age, 
Tlıe Aııstraliaıı, Tlıe Times and Le Sair cali theınselves 'neutral'. 
But as this research shows clearly there is no such thing as a 
neutral newspaper. And what's ınore, despite the possibility lor 
diversity that those different newspapers ınight offer, in reality 
the news presented is confined to a few doıninating 

interpretations. 

Reporting on uneınployınent, as well as on the 
environn1ent is based on the assumption that economics rule the 
world. While uneınployment can be covered as a social, a 
political or an economic issue, our research shows that 

newspapers all clearly present unemployınent as an econoınic 
issue. Unemployment is thus mainly ref!ected on as if it were an 
important econon1ic variable, an econornic ıneasure. Reporting 
about tıneınployınent is largely based on statistics, business 

reports, national or regional budgets. In this type of reporting 
the unemployed becoıne abstract numbers, which overlook the 
existence of real individuals. 

Solutions to unemployınent proposed are also economic. 
They all rest on one basic assumption: that economic growth is 
essential to reduce unemployınent, and poses.that there are two 
ways of cloing things: an old way, which goes with state 
intervention and job security, but cannot be afforcled any more; 
and a new n1ore flexible and n1ore cornpetitive way, which 
allows business create wealth (ancl thereby jobs). Following this 

way of thinking unemployınent becomes a problem of 
maladjustment, of not having been able to keep in pace with 
changing tin1es. lt is basecl on the idea propagated by the press 
that the world is rapidly changing and that countries which are 
not able to participate in those changes will be left out. 

To what extent the state should intervene to proınote or 

sometimes to coınplement economic growth forms the basis of 
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discussions. It rests on the assun1ption that any state 

organisation can by definition not be effective. Unemployment 
articles are alsa fraıned as political issues, when the government 

(or the opposition) releases (or proposes) new unemployment 

policies, or makes public how much will be spent to fight 
unemployment. Those political articles are framed as 

"unemployment can be solved by political intervention", which 
coexists with the frame "the government cannot do anything 

goocl when it comes to unemployment". Depending on ıhe 
priorities held by each newspaper, they support or condemn 

governınents as possible managers of uneınployment. 

Conservative newspapers reject the possibility lor governınent 
to play any other role than supporting business to allow it to be 
competitive (presented as the key to participate in the changing 

world) and let the market rule solve unemployment. Managing 
unemployment is by all papers presentecl as part of a more 
genernl economic management. 

Environment is similarly largely viewed in econornic 
terms. The idea that taking care of the environınent is part of 

ensuring a betler life quality is alınost inexistent, unless life 

quality is viewecl in economic terıns. For other papers the 
environn1ent is seen in econon1ic terıns: the financial cost of 

taking care of the environınent has to be carefully considered. 

Not putting the economic priorities first is presented as 
irrational. The environrnent is on very few occasions presented 

as a political issue. This is reflective of the influence of political 
agendas on media reporting. Reporting indeed shows that 

taking care of the environment only becomes a political issue 

when green politicians are in government, and providing that 
newspapers are willing to use them as sources of information. 
In France, green politicians are iı;ı, governme~t, but while Le 
Monde uses. them as sources of inforınation, Le Figaro never 
does. 

This suınmary represents the overwhelmingly dominating 
view presented by all newspapers. Only a few newspapers in 
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our san1ple alsa offer contradictory information, introducing 
some form of conflicting frames. While media have been 

presented as "battleground for contesting forces" (Curran, 1991, 
29), our research shows that within the quality press there is 

~ery little scope for a real battleground. Only the more 
ındependent (in the sense that they do not belong to a major 
press group) Le Monde and Tlıe Gııardiaıı introduce the idea that 
taking care of the environment is making a choice for a more 

harmonious way of life, and that unemployment also has soda] 
implications. Similarly Tlıe Age and Le Sair, which are two more 

loca] newspapers also offer interpretations which take on board 
the social aspect of unemployment. This can be explained by the 

closer links those newspapers have developed with loca] 
organisations. The fact that those two newspapers use those 

loca! organisations as sources of inforn1ation, allows for 
information with a different emphasis to enter the news. 

Recurrent Themes 

There are also a few themes that dominate the reporting on 
unemployment and the environment. Simplified and 

entertaining news for instance dominates news 011 the 

environment. Environrnental issues as well as unen1ployınent 

are also presented as depending on the responsibility of 
individuals. But by the same token, the unemployed thernselves 

rarely make it in the news, whether as source of news or as news 
actor. There is also the strong idea, that the world is a rapidly 

changmg place. Within this context unemployrnent is presented 

as a problem of rnaladjustment to those changes. Another 
recurrent theme is the idea that business exists alrnost only to 
provide employment. 

• Articles on the environment are rnarked by the existence 

of a very large amount of articles on animals, plants and the 
countryside. The inforrnation provided is non controversial and 

carries little risk in terms of alienating any sympathies. The 
entertaining rather than the informative, investigative factor is 

emphasised. There is alsa a large amount of articles covering 
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exceptional weather conditions. They are generally just 

entertaining or catastrophic (which is another way to be 
entertaining) and not placed in any broader background 

questioning the management of the environment. 

• Unemployrnent is framed as a problem of adaptation, of 
maladjustrnent to a modern way of living, whether individually 

or globally. This follows the idea that we !ive in a world 
changing rapidly and to which we have to adap!, il we do not 
want to be ]eft out. What we could be left out of is never clearly 

spelt out. 

• The unemployed simply rarely make it into the news. 
Most of the time they are abstractions, numbers. News about 
unemployment does not tell stories about the unemployed, but 

success stories, positive examples, stories about those employed 
who used to be unemployed. They are stories of people who 
made it despite adversity. Thus the unemployed becorne news, 
when they are employed against ali odds, when they managed 
the adaptation process and individually transform adversity 
into success. This type of stories emphasises the importance of 

taking individual responsibility and by the same token promote 
a new attitude to employment, which is based on ınore 

flexibility. 

The notion of individual responsibility can also be found in 

the reporting on the environınent, in which private citizens are 
portrayed as main responsible for pollution. The main pollution 

thus. reported by newspapers is city pollution. There are only 
few accounts of industrial pollution and when such accounts 
are given, articles tend to reassure citizen. Industrial pollution 
will come in the news, when there has been some major 

environmental accident, or when the news is consonant with a 
previously occurred big accident. This is the case of nuclear 
accidents in Europe. But when nuclear mishaps are reported, 

newspapers try to reassure citizens. This is certainly the case of 
T/ıe Figaro, De Standaard, T/ıe Times, whicl1 are clearly very 
supportive of nuclear energy. Only Le Monde and Tlıc Gııardiaıı 
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question the use of nuclear energy, thereby introducing soıne 
form of debate. 

• The industry, business is pictured in the news as if their 
ınain task was to create en1ployment. That businesses are 

generally created for profit makiYıg purposes is often whisked 

away. it is therefore not surprising that support for the 

development of industry is presented as a major coınponent in 
the creation of jobs. The state is often accused of preventing 

business to do its job, as preventing coınpelitiveness and 
therefore of being a main cause of unemployment. 

This theıne also has its equivalent in environment 
reporting, where business is presented as doing its best for the 

environn1ent, by n1aking environn1entally friendly innovations 

and using environmentally friendly lechniques. According to 

the press they do this within the limits of rationality - rationality 

which consists of not putting in jeopardy the compelitiveness of 
enterprises. Indeed coınpetiliver~ess is seen as the ınain weapon 

through which a business and countries will not be left out ofa 
rapidly changing world. 

Newspaper "Cultures" and Framing Mechanisms 

While there is a doıninating fraıne according to which 

news is framed in econoınic terms, while there are recurrent 

theınes, the emphasis put by each newspaper on a particular 
interpretation clearly depends from each newspaper's own 
individual 'cu]ture'. 

Priorities held by each newspaper are made clear when one 
coınpares the reporting in newspapers fron1 a same country. 

Considering the existence of general news values, onf· might 

assume that, in a same country, the same events would be 
chosC;.n as news. But this is far froın true. From one newspaper 

to another, the reporting is quite different. And the differences 

reflect the priorities and values defended by each newspaper. 

Thus, Le Figaro' s news supports a conservative and no state 

intervention policy. Le Moııde acknowledges global econoınic 
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structures, but also the need for social solidarity. Siınilar 

differences exist between Tlıc Timcs and Tlıe Gııardiaıı. The first 

one supports conservative policies, while Tlıe Gııardian has a 
rnore social focus. 

Differences also exist between Tlıe Aııstraliaıı and Tlıe Age, 
but in this case a !ot of it is due to the fact that Tize Age is a more 

loca! paper, while Tize Aııstraliaıı has more ofa national focus. 

Siınilarly Le Sair and De Staııdaard cover different loca!, ancl alsa 
cultural areas. 

Different mechanisms contribute to the framing of news. 
First there is the choice of what to report, the selection of specific 

items of an event also contributes to the fran1ing, then there is 

also the use of particular sources of inforınation rather than 
others, finally the fraınes put in place are reinforced in opinion 
articles. 

The larger journalistic features, and the way in which each 

of !hem has been analysed, easily reveal newspapers' priorities. 

The features in Tize Age clearly promote the importance of 

taking on new, fasler, innovative n1ore flexible ways of doing 

things, undedining the vulnerability of those industries which 

cannot keep in pace with changing tiınes. The changing world 

forms the basic theıne of the reports published in Tize Aııstralimı. 
Journalistic reports in Le Figaro set the example by presenting 

initiatives of countries proınoting low business taxes, a 

lowering of social welfare, the importance of a flexible 
workforce. This is according to Le Figaro, the way to solve 

uneınployment. Tl10se same priorities are defended by Tize 
Tinıes in its journalistic features. 

Selecting specific elements of information alsa contributes 
to framing. Newspapers, even when reporting the san1e story, 

each have their own way of reporting events. Tize Gııardiıın for 
instance puts the accent on how new measures might benefit the 

poor, while Tize Tiıııes accents that enterprises will be rewarded 

while many people will leave the welfare system. When new 
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unemployment figures are published, Tlıe Times accents that 

business circles react positively to the figures while Tlıe 

Guardiaıı stipulates that jobs are stili a problem. 

Not only the choice of events as news participates in the 

framing of news, but also who is chosen to comment on a 

particular information. The use of one particular frame instead 
of another is very dependent on the use of sources of 

information, which can be regarded as sponsors of particular 
frames (Gamson, 1989, 158). The excessive use of government 

sources, business sources or economic experts coınpared to 
other sources is capital to the domiriation of the frames 'Jet the 

market sort it out' and 'we have to adapt to a new, more 
flexible, more competitive way of life". Comımmity 

organisations do not promote those frames, but they very 

rarely appear in the news as sources of information. )uclging by 
the media coverage on unemployment, there are alsa few, if no, 

organisations specifically clefending the unemployecl. 

The preference given to certain news sources is partly clue 

to news practices. But there is also a clear tendency, 

particularly in the European newspapers, to go out and 
interview sources with which the newspaper has builcl up a 

closer relationship, because of a similarity in viewpoints. Le 

Monde favours political sources corning from the socialist party, 
while Le Figaro favours conservative political sources. De 
Standaard tends to favour political sources linked with catholic 
political sources. it has to be unclerlinecl here the Belgian 

parlian1entary systeın is one of proportional representation, 
which allows for the existence in parliament of a wicler variety 

of parties. As a result of this, more political parties get to be 

usecl as sources of news. Le Sair publishes a variety of 

government/politicians initiatives. No political party seems to 
be getting specific attention in Le Sair, but the paper does 

inclucle loca! politicians as sources, which other newspapers do 
not do. This clearly follows the more loca] focus of the 

newspaper. 
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When it comes to environmental news, Tlıe Age and Le Sair 
stancl out for the quantity of inforınation coıning from loca] city 

councils. They are eften presented as in opposition with 

national governments ancl this therefore provides for conflicting 

interpretations. 

Af ter government ancl other political sources, the business 

world is the ınost important source of news in news on 
unemployment - and an important source of news in news on 

the environınent. The sort of news coming from business 
sources is quite clifferent to that coming from political sources. 

The majority of it is made up of articles in which businesses 
announce job cuts or the creation of new jobs. Information on 
companies laying off or taking on more staff is important for the 

business world. This type of information functions as a 

barometer of how well coınpanies are doing, how they are 
clealing with market challenges, which is important for how 

they are perceivecl on the stock market. As Halimi (1997: 54) 

underlined, prices on the stock market tene\ to go up when a 
company announces plans to ]ay off people. it is seen asa sign 

of effective management. in the same way, the fact that 

companies are cloing well and taking on more staff, also 
influences the stock market positively. The environment also 

becoınes part of larger financial or business issue. The cost of 

protecting the environment is ahvays underlined, as is 
willingness of coınpanies to cover those costs. Mishaps can be 

fixed with money. Ali newspapers frequently report 
environmental friendly inventions macle by companies. 

But there are differences between newspapers. Clear 

clifferences can be seen in the way Le Figara ancl Le Monde treat 
business. Le Monde is much rnore Critical of the business sector 

than Le Figaro. Le Ma11de also publishes quite a few articles on 
the necessity for business to take on social responsibilities. At 

the same time, Le Monde does clevelop the idea that the state has 

a role to play in providing the necessary structures to encourage 

business. Those articles again coexist with other articles in 
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which the state is seen as preventing economic development and 

thereby cantributing to unemployment. These are all very 

contradicting ideas and it is mainly the use of a variety of news 

sources, which account for those different ideas. Nor are they in 

Tlıe Tinıes, which also pushes for less state interveµtion as in the 

article "Blair's soundbite strategy keeps us on the sidelines" 

(5/1 /98, 46) which states that "People in Western Europe would 

like more jobs, higher wages, more holidays and lower taxes. 

What they are being affered instead is more government, more 

laws, few jabs and higher taxes", wandering why Blair signed 

the Social chapter "if he really wants more flexible labour 

markets". A call for more social responsibilities from the 

business sector is made in Tlıe Gııardiaıı. The same happens in the 

coverage of environmental issues. Le Moııde and Tlıc Gııardiaıı 

take a much tougher stand on business than the other papers. 

Private citizen rarely make it into the news. in general news 

articles, private citizen used as emotional props to illustrate 

news pravided. They are quoted for their emotive reactions, but 

not conferred the legitimacy to participate in any debate in 

another way. in the Anglo-Saxon press, 'letters ta the editor' 

columns allow them to have a word. But in practice, timse letters 

tend to be rather entertaining. The more serious letters come 

from organisations and not individual people. This underlines 

the importance of lobby groups, which are given more 

credibility than individual people. When the uneınployed are 

sources of news, their n1essages are emational rather than 

political, economic ar social. The legitin1acy to con1n1ent on a 

siluation they !ive in every day is not conferred upon them. 

There are also no labby groups to defend the interests of the 

unemployed. Individually, they sometimes appear in the news 

via the "letters to the editor" page. Only in France, when the 

unemployed organised large protest marcl1es and occupalions 

did they become major actors and even sources of news. in his 

speech to the unemployed Bourdieu (1998: 102) qualified the 

moveınent as a social miracle, a unique opportunity fought for 

by individuals and associations to pul! the unemployed out of 
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oblivion. But despite this, the coverage of the protest, in our 

san1ple, largely n1inimises the 111oven1ent. 

When it comes to the environment, there are many lobby 

groups. Environn1ental organisations are pron1inent ne1,vs 

sources. An analysis of those environınental sources uses, sho\vs 

that only those defending non-canlraversial issues are partrayed 

as legitin1ate sources of inforınation. Organisations going 

against business interests are rarely used as ınain source of 

informatian and aften portrayed negatively, particularly in 

papers such as Le Figaro, De Stn,ıdaard, Tlıe Australian. 

The use of specific vacabulary alsa participates in the 

fTarning of news and can be directly linked back to particular 

news sources. Thus 'flexibility in the work place' is alsa called 

'lack of job security', 'excessive wark flexibility' ar 'job 

I?recariousness' in Le Moıule, Le Soir and Tlıe Gıuırdia,ı. Unions, 

con1ınunity sources, politicians from left parties talk about 

'precariousness' and 'lack of job security', other sourccs pron1ote 

the notian of 'flexibility' and propose short time emplayrnent as 

a good dynamic solution. 'Flexibility' is readily used by 

emplayers. Clearly having a workforce at hand, which can be 

used at will is in their advantage. 

Opinion articles alsa certainly play a big role in the 

construction of news frames, particularly in those officially 

'neutral' ne\vspnpers, such as Tlıe Agc, Tlıc Australian and The 
Tinıcs. Together with lhe letters published, opinion articles are 

the pince in which camments are made apenly. 

Editorials in Tlıc A1tstralian newspapers are all very critical 

of governn1ent and political action. This reinforces the positions 

n1ade in general articles. Governnrent and politicians generally 

are presented as self interested, uncaring and not cap..ıble of 

handling issues such as unen1ployn1ent. The European 

ne\vspapers analysed do not have the san1e quality of criticisn1 

in their opinion articles. They do not necessarily comn1ent on 

governmenl action, but tend do offer broader reflections on 
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society, on the economy. When they do comment on 
government action, they are able to welcome what they think the 

government has done well. The degree to which they do so ıs 
clearly dependent on how much each newspaper's own 
ideological atlitude matches that of the government and its 
iniliatives. The ]eve! of criticism in the English newspapers thus 

seems to reflect the attitude of each newspaper towards policies 
of state intervention as opposed to letting the market rule. 

Conclusions 

This study has pointed at the existence of difforent 

newspaper 'cultures'. They can be traced back to openly declared 
opinions or priorities held by individual newspapers. 
Coınmercial newspapers do not define thenıselves as opınıon 

papers and, while when it comes to politics, they adhere to the 
concept of balancing sources, in reality they conıe up with very 
clear positions. Tlıc Tiıncs and Tize Australian are just as 
conservative as the openly conservative Le Figaro. Those 

newspapers, which all belong to big media corporations, defend 
the interests of corporations generally. in this sense the 
conınıercialisation of newspapers, which elinıinates any 

opposing view on the world, is clearly a worrying trend 

The existence of newspaper 'cultures' thus does not imply 

diversity of news. Differences are clearly within boundaries. 
There are clearly donıinating franıes. Within newspapers 
themselves there is very little discursive stnıggle. The only 
papers that allow for compeling information are Le Moııde, Tlıc 
Gııanlimı, Tlıc Agc and Le Soir. All those papers carry the most 
social infornıalion, presenting unenıployment as also a social 
probleni. in Le Moııdc and Tlıc Gııardimı this is due to the more 

social orientation of the paper. When it coınes to Le Sair and Tlıe 
Ao-c one ınioht \.Vonder to what extent the nıore local ftıcus of 

,_')! ö 

both newspapers does contribute to the social input. The study 

on environment in the press also showed that Tlıc Age and Le Sair 
displayed ınore interest for local environnıental issues than the 

other papers analysed. 
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There is a difference in attitudes adopted by the press 
towards governnıent. The Australian press distinguishes itself 

from the European press by its very cynical attitude towards 
politicians generally. While there is hardly any criticism of 

business, governınent is disınissed as an instrunıent capable of 
dealing with unenıployment, ınanaging the environnıent. The 
strong 'let the market sort it out' view held by these newspapers 
further points towards a disınissal of the state .:ıpparatus. But 
when it comes to issues like uneınployment who else than the 
state has the capacity (providing of course there is a political 
will) to issues policies that might benefit whole of the 
population in the long tern1. Disınissing governınent like this is 
playing in the hands of big corporations. Solutions to debate are 
left in hands of big corporations. Particularly if unemployed are 
left out of debate and disfavoured cannot even have 
governnıent to represent their interests. 

Private citizen have no voice in the quality press. Any 
debate held is almost exclusively he]d by business (as business 
or newspapers themselves) and politicians. By the same token, 
responsibility for unemployment, for the environment is largely 
conferred to each individual. Private citizen nre held 

responsible, but not given a chance to participate in any forn1 of 
debate. 
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New Inforınatioıı Technologies 
'"I . "" as nnovatıons : 

The Case of Turk:ey 

Abstract 
This paper is organized mound the critique of "expectaıions" and ''indications" associated 
with new information and communicaiton technologies (ICTs). The notions of "expectation" 
and "indication" reflect a divided attitude endemic in the theory and research on ICTs. The 
social impact {of ICT s) research focuses on new tedınologios as entities inlıerent in the 
structural properties of social systoms while !he so-called intercultura! research locate ICTs 
as elements externa! ta the soci.:ıl systoms. Tlıe former approaclı !oads the signifıer of ICTs 
with_oxpectations while tlıc latter registers them as mere indicators of modernity. Througlı 
this division, communication theory fai!s to see the content of communicaiton tlıat tho new 
technologios enable subjocts of the non-Western countries. With reforence ta C. Wright 
Milis' ''controversia!" argumont regmding the use of history, tlıe paper condudes with the 
proposition that tlıere is nothing "new" about the new technologies far countries Jike 
Turkey as !hey might very well be considered "novelties'' for the advanced c.:ıpitalist 
countries. 
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